
MTA Title VI Program:
Major Service Change, Disparate Impact, 
and Disproportionate Burden Policies
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What is Title VI?
• Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits any program or activity 

supported by Federal money to discriminate on the basis of race, color, or 
national origin.

• MTA creates policies that prevent discrimination and reviews these policies 
every three years.
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PROPOSED 
MAJOR SERVICE CHANGE POLICIES
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What is a Major Service/Fare Change?
• Any time MTA wants to change its service 

or fares, it needs to determine whether a 
change can be considered “Major.”

• For example, if MTA were to move a bus 
stop to a different place on a block, this 
might not be a Major Service Change. 
However, eliminating a route entirely 
would be a major service change.
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Major Service/Fare Change Policies
• Here’s why Major Service Changes are 

in a class of their own: if MTA is proposing 
a Major Service Change to a train or bus 
route, the agency needs to determine 
whether the change could be 
discriminatory to minority or low-income 
populations.

• Each MTA “mode” (Bus, Commuter Bus, 
MARC, Light RailLink, Metro SubwayLink) 
has its own Major Service Change policy.

• In addition, any change in fares or fare 
payment is considered a major fare 
change.
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Core Bus 
(CityLink, LocalLink, Express BusLink)
A Major Service Change occurs when…
• MTA adds or reduces service on a Core Bus route by 25 percent on a service day (such as weekday, Saturday, or 

Sunday).
• MTA adds or reduces the amount of time a Core Bus route is in service by 90 minutes or more on a service day.
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Commuter Bus

A Major Service Change occurs when…
• MTA adds or reduces service on a Commuter Bus route by 25 percent on a service day (such as weekday, Saturday, 

or Sunday).
• MTA adds or reduces the amount of time a Commuter Bus route is in service by 90 minutes or more on a service day.
• MTA eliminating service to a Commuter Bus stop where passengers can board, unless there is another stop within 

three miles of its location.
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MARC

A Major Service Change occurs when…
• MTA adds or reduces service on a MARC line by 25 percent on a service day (such as weekday, Saturday, or Sunday).
• MTA adds or reduces the amount of time a MARC line is in service by 90 minutes or more on a service day.
• MTA adds or reduces the number of stops at a MARC station on a service day by 25 percent.
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Light RailLink

A Major Service Change occurs when…
• MTA adds or reduces service on a Light RailLink line by 25 percent on a service day (such as weekday, Saturday, or 

Sunday).
• MTA adds or reduces the amount of time a Light RailLink line is in service by 90 minutes or more on a service day.
• MTA adds or reduces the number of stops at a Light RailLink station on a service day by 25 percent.
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Metro SubwayLink

A Major Service Change occurs when…
• MTA adds or reduces service on Metro SubwayLink by 25 percent on a service day (such as weekday, Saturday, or 

Sunday).
• MTA adds or reduces the amount of time Metro SubwayLink is in service by 90 minutes or more on a service day.
• MTA adds or reduces the number of stops at a Metro SubwayLink station on a service day by 25 percent.
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DISPARATE IMPACT / 
DISPROPORTIONATE BURDEN POLICIES
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When Can Major Service Changes 
Cause Issues?
• Service or fare changes are meant to impact all riders equally, but 

sometimes, changes could potentially impact minority or low-income riders 
more than other riders. 

• When changes could impact minority riders more, we call it a Disparate 
Impact. When changes could impact low-income riders more, we call it a 
Disproportionate Burden.

• If the change is an increase in service, it must not disproportionately 
benefit non-minority or non-low-income communities.

• If the change is a decrease in service, it must not disproportionately impact 
minority or low-income communities negatively.
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Disparate Impact / 
Disproportionate Burden Proposed Policy
• MTA is proposing a 10 percent Disparate Impact / Disproportionate Burden 

threshold policy. This means that: 
– If there is a reduction in service proposed, we would add 10 percent to the minority 

or low-income population percentage in the mode’s service area, and compare that 
number to the affected minority or low-income population percentage before 
determining whether there could be a discriminatory effect.

– If there is an addition in service proposed, we would subtract 10 percent from the 
minority or low-income population percentage in the mode's service area, and 
compare that number to the affected minority or low-income population 
percentage before determining whether there could be a discriminatory effect.
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Disparate Impact Policy Example 

• About 53 percent of the MTA service area population are members of 
minority ethnic or racial groups.*

• Under our proposed policy, a service cut would need to impact a population 
whose percentage minority is at least 63 percent (53 percent plus 10 
percent) to be considered a Disparate Impact.
– For example, let’s say MTA proposes to eliminate a bus route.
– If this change would impact a population whose minority percentage is 75 percent, 

there’s the potential for a Disparate Impact.
– But if this change would impact a population whose minority percentage is 20 percent, 

there’s no potential for a Disparate Impact.

*Note that each MTA transit mode (Core Bus, Commuter Bus, MARC, Light Rail, Metro) has its own service area, and own minority
percentage – so these numbers could vary by transit type!
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Disproportionate Burden Policy 
Example 
• About 17 percent of the MTA service area is low-income.*
• Under our proposed policy, a service cut would need to impact a low-

income population whose percentage low-income is at least 27 percent 
(17 percent plus 10 percent) to be considered a Disproportionate 
Burden.
– For example, let’s say MTA proposes to reduce the number of times the MARC 

Penn Line stops at a certain station by at least 25 percent.
– If this change would impact a population whose low-income percentage is 55 percent, 

there’s the potential for a Disproportionate Burden.
– But if this change would impact a population whose low-income percentage is only 10 

percent, there’s no potential for a Disproportionate Burden.

*Note that each MTA transit mode (Core Bus, Commuter Bus, MARC, Light Rail, Metro) has its own service area, and own low-
income percentage – so these numbers could vary by transit type!
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Give Us Your Feedback!

Please take our survey here to provide feedback on these proposed policies!

Thank you for your feedback!
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